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Strange dibaryon resonance Strange dibaryon resonance 

-- Our motivation Our motivation --



Attractive KN interaction, Attractive KN interaction, ΛΛ(1405), Strange dibaryon(1405), Strange dibaryon

Analysis of Kaonic hydrogen atom and presence of Analysis of Kaonic hydrogen atom and presence of ΛΛ(1405) (1405) 

KKbarbarN interaction is strongly attractive.N interaction is strongly attractive.

ΛΛ(1405) resonance(1405) resonance

SS--wave resonancewave resonance
in the Kin the KbarbarNN πΣπΣ coupled channel systemcoupled channel systemin the Kin the KbarbarNN--πΣπΣ coupled channel systemcoupled channel system

It is very important It is very important 
to to take into account the “full dynamics” of KNtake into account the “full dynamics” of KN--πΣπΣ systemsystem
in order to investigate energy of strange dibaryon resonance.in order to investigate energy of strange dibaryon resonance.



Strange dibaryon Strange dibaryon –– Our motivation Our motivation --
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Many theoretical studies suggest possible existence of strange dibaryon, but…Many theoretical studies suggest possible existence of strange dibaryon, but…

predicted binding energy and width widely spread.predicted binding energy and width widely spread.

Major uncertainty in theoretically estimating energy of strange dibaryon is that an accurate Major uncertainty in theoretically estimating energy of strange dibaryon is that an accurate 
description of thedescription of the KN interaction including its offKN interaction including its off--shell behavior is still missing.shell behavior is still missing.

Taking a reverse viewpoint, we may hope that there is a possibility to constrain KN dynamics Taking a reverse viewpoint, we may hope that there is a possibility to constrain KN dynamics 
from the study of strange dibaryon.from the study of strange dibaryon.

It is crucial to treat the threeIt is crucial to treat the three--body dynamics as accurately as possible in a theoretical body dynamics as accurately as possible in a theoretical 
calculation for a given KN model.calculation for a given KN model.
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Model of KModel of Kbarbar N interactionN interactionModel of KModel of Kbarbar N interactionN interaction



KKbarbar N potential modelN potential model

W i bW i b T  i iT  i iW i bW i b T  i iT  i i
We start from leading order term of effective chiral Lagrangian.

WeinbergWeinberg--Tomozawa interactionTomozawa interactionWeinbergWeinberg--Tomozawa interactionTomozawa interaction

ΦΦ: : Meson field Meson field , , BB : : Baryon fieldBaryon field

SS--wave separable potentialwave separable potentialSS--wave separable potentialwave separable potentialSS wave separable potentialwave separable potentialSS wave separable potentialwave separable potential

The strength of the potential is determined by pion decay constant.The strength of the potential is determined by pion decay constant.

The relative couplings are fixed by chiral SU(3).The relative couplings are fixed by chiral SU(3).

In order to regularize loop integrals, dipole form factors are introduced.In order to regularize loop integrals, dipole form factors are introduced.



KKbarbar N potential model (parameter fit)N potential model (parameter fit)

Our parameters Our parameters --> cut> cut--off of dipole form factoroff of dipole form factor

Fit 1 : Fit 1 : ΛΛ(1405) pole position given by Dalitz ((1405) pole position given by Dalitz (Model DalitzModel Dalitz))

Fit 2 : Fit 2 : πΣπΣ invariant mass spectrum (invariant mass spectrum (Model HemingwayModel Hemingway))
Hemingway, NPB253(1985).Hemingway, NPB253(1985).

KK-- ππ−−

ππ++

pp

ππ
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ΣΣ++(1660)(1660)
Λ(1405)Λ(1405)

Invariant massInvariant mass

We assume We assume πΣπΣ scattering dominates the resonance region, and scattering dominates the resonance region, and 
the cross section formula would give the invariant mass distribution.the cross section formula would give the invariant mass distribution.



KKbarbar N potential model (total cross sections)N potential model (total cross sections)

(I=0 channel)(I=0 channel) (I=1 channel)(I=1 channel)



Faddeev approachFaddeev approachFaddeev approachFaddeev approach

andandandand

Variational approachVariational approachVariational approachVariational approach



Faddeev equations with separable potentialsFaddeev equations with separable potentials

AltAlt--GrassbergerGrassberger--Sandhas(AGS) EquationsSandhas(AGS) EquationsAltAlt--GrassbergerGrassberger--Sandhas(AGS) EquationsSandhas(AGS) Equations
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W : 3W : 3--body scattering energybody scattering energy

i(j) = 1, 2, 3i(j) = 1, 2, 3 (Spectator particles)(Spectator particles)

Z(pZ(pii,p,pjj;W) : Particle exchange potentials;W) : Particle exchange potentials

ττ(p(pnn;W) : Isobar propagators (2;W) : Isobar propagators (2--body amplitude)body amplitude)ττ(p(pnn;W) : Isobar propagators (2;W) : Isobar propagators (2 body amplitude)body amplitude)



Effective KEffective KbarbarN potentialN potential

In most of the existing theoretical works, the resonance energy of strange dibaryon is In most of the existing theoretical works, the resonance energy of strange dibaryon is 
predicted to lie below the KNN threshold and above thepredicted to lie below the KNN threshold and above the πΣπΣN threshold.N threshold.predicted to lie below the KNN threshold and above the predicted to lie below the KNN threshold and above the πΣπΣN threshold.N threshold.

The relevant states are continuum state in the The relevant states are continuum state in the πΣπΣN and N and πΛπΛN Fock spaces and localized N Fock spaces and localized 
state in the KNN Fock space.state in the KNN Fock space.

It might be useful to construct the effective KN interaction by truncating the It might be useful to construct the effective KN interaction by truncating the ππY channels Y channels 
for studies of the resonance energy of strange dibaryon.for studies of the resonance energy of strange dibaryon.

Hyodo, Weise PRC77 (08)Hyodo, Weise PRC77 (08)Formula of effective KN potentialFormula of effective KN potential

KN KN -- πΣ πΣ −− πΛπΛ coupledcoupled--channel channel effective KN singleeffective KN single--channelchannel
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Effective KN potentials are used in variational approach.Effective KN potentials are used in variational approach.



Effective KEffective KbarbarN interaction in threeN interaction in three--body systembody system

In Faddeev approach, all of particle echange potentitals in KNNIn Faddeev approach, all of particle echange potentitals in KNN--ππYNYNIn Faddeev approach, all of particle echange potentitals in KNNIn Faddeev approach, all of particle echange potentitals in KNN ππYN  YN  
coupledcoupled--channel can be taken into account in AGS equations.channel can be taken into account in AGS equations.
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In order to simulate the variational approach with AGS equations, we neglect In order to simulate the variational approach with AGS equations, we neglect 
ππ--,, ΣΣ--, , ΛΛ--, and N, and N--exchange potentials in exchange potentials in ππYN channel.YN channel.
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Effective KEffective KbarbarN interaction in threeN interaction in three--body systembody system
In Faddeev approach, threeIn Faddeev approach, three--body dynamics are incorporated through the momentum of body dynamics are incorporated through the momentum of 

spectator particle in threespectator particle in three--body free Green’s function.body free Green’s function.

NNNN

twotwo--body scattering amplitude depends on the momentum of spectator particle.body scattering amplitude depends on the momentum of spectator particle.
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In variational approach, threeIn variational approach, three--body dynamics through the momentum of spectator body dynamics through the momentum of spectator 
particle are neglected in particle are neglected in ππYN channel.YN channel.

We can simulate variational approach in AGS formalism using approximate twoWe can simulate variational approach in AGS formalism using approximate two--body body 
scattering term where the spectator particle’s momentum is neglected.scattering term where the spectator particle’s momentum is neglected.



Summary of our frameworkSummary of our framework

AltAlt--GrassbergerGrassberger--Sandhas(AGS) EquationsSandhas(AGS) EquationsAltAlt--GrassbergerGrassberger--Sandhas(AGS) EquationsSandhas(AGS) Equations
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Eigenvalue equation for Fredholm kernelEigenvalue equation for Fredholm kernel

WW = = B B iiΓΓ/2 /2 

33--body resonance pole at Wbody resonance pole at Wpolepole

WWpolepole = = --B B ––iiΓΓ/2 /2 
Similar to πNN, ηNN, K-d  studies. (Matsuyama, Yazaki, ……)



N i l ltN i l ltNumerical resultsNumerical results



Resonance poles of threeResonance poles of three--body Kbody KbarbarNN systemNN system

KNN physicalKNN physical DalitzDalitz
WWpolepole==--6767--i22i22

HemingwayHemingway
WWpolepole==--4747--i25i25

KNN physicalKNN physical
ππYN unphysical sheetYN unphysical sheet

Approximate treatment of twoApproximate treatment of two--body scattering reduce body scattering reduce 
the binding energy about 35% than exact one.the binding energy about 35% than exact one.g gyg gy

This becomes crucial difference for deeply bound state.This becomes crucial difference for deeply bound state.



Resonance poles of threeResonance poles of three--body Kbody KbarbarNN systemNN system

KNN physicalKNN physical DalitzDalitz
WWpolepole==--6767--i22i22

HemingwayHemingway
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KNN physicalKNN physical
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WWpolepole==--4242--i35i35

HemingwayHemingway
(Approx.)(Approx.)

WWpolepole==--3232--i26i26WWpolepole 4242 i35i35 WWpolepole 3232 i26i26

Approximate treatment of twoApproximate treatment of two--body scattering reduce body scattering reduce 
the binding energy about 35% than exact one.the binding energy about 35% than exact one.g gyg gy

This becomes crucial difference for deeply bound state.This becomes crucial difference for deeply bound state.



Reason of less binding energiesReason of less binding energies
Model Dalitz (W=Model Dalitz (W=--67 MeV)67 MeV) Model Hemingway (W=Model Hemingway (W=--47 MeV)47 MeV)

When threeWhen three--body dynamics is fully handled in AGS equations, cusp structure of the twobody dynamics is fully handled in AGS equations, cusp structure of the two--
body amplitude appears at body amplitude appears at πΣπΣN threshold.N threshold.

In approximate treatment of twoIn approximate treatment of two--body amplitude like variational approach since thebody amplitude like variational approach since the πΣπΣIn approximate treatment of twoIn approximate treatment of two body amplitude like variational approach, since the body amplitude like variational approach, since the πΣπΣ
Fock space is truncated into the KN Fock space, the threshold behavior of the exact Fock space is truncated into the KN Fock space, the threshold behavior of the exact 
amplitude is missing.amplitude is missing.

F d l b d t t th th h ld b h i i h dF d l b d t t th th h ld b h i i h dFor deeply bound state, the threshold behavior is enhanced.For deeply bound state, the threshold behavior is enhanced.



KN interaction dependences of KNN polesKN interaction dependences of KNN poles

Model DalitzModel Dalitz Model HemingwayModel HemingwayModel DalitzModel Dalitz Model HemingwayModel Hemingway

f=1 0f=1 0
f=1.0f=1.0

f=1.0f=1.0

W tifi i ll th t th f th KNW tifi i ll th t th f th KN KN t ti lKN t ti lWe artificially vary the strength of the KNWe artificially vary the strength of the KN--KN potential.KN potential.

In Faddeev approach, KNN quasiIn Faddeev approach, KNN quasi--bound state becomes bound state.bound state becomes bound state.

In variational approach where the momentum of spectator is neglected the KNN quasiIn variational approach where the momentum of spectator is neglected the KNN quasiIn variational approach where the momentum of spectator is neglected, the KNN quasiIn variational approach where the momentum of spectator is neglected, the KNN quasi--
bound state becomes virtual state.bound state becomes virtual state.



SummarySummary

We compare variational approach with Faddeev approach by using the We compare variational approach with Faddeev approach by using the 
approximate treatment of twoapproximate treatment of two body KN amplitudebody KN amplitudeapproximate treatment of twoapproximate treatment of two--body KN amplitude.body KN amplitude.

We find the different pole energies corresponding to KNN quasiWe find the different pole energies corresponding to KNN quasi--bound bound 
state for each approachstate for each approachstate for each approach.state for each approach.

KNN state becomes the bound state as increasing the strength of KN KNN state becomes the bound state as increasing the strength of KN 
interaction in Faddeev approach meanwhile KNN state becomes virtualinteraction in Faddeev approach meanwhile KNN state becomes virtualinteraction in Faddeev approach, meanwhile KNN state becomes virtual interaction in Faddeev approach, meanwhile KNN state becomes virtual 
state in variational approach.state in variational approach.

Full treatment of threeFull treatment of three body dynamics plays an essential role inbody dynamics plays an essential role inFull treatment of threeFull treatment of three--body dynamics plays an essential role in body dynamics plays an essential role in 
understanding the KNNunderstanding the KNN--ππYN coupledYN coupled--channel deeply quasichannel deeply quasi--bound state.bound state.

Th k h f tt tiTh k h f tt tiThank you very much for your attention.Thank you very much for your attention.





KKbarbar N potential model (parameter fit)N potential model (parameter fit)

with assumption with assumption 

(I=0 channel)(I=0 channel) (I=1 channel)(I=1 channel)



Strange dibaryon in chiral unitary approachStrange dibaryon in chiral unitary approach

Energy-dependent potential 
(E-dep.)

e.g., Oset, Ramos, NPA635, 99 (98)e.g., Oset, Ramos, NPA635, 99 (98)

KKbb NN Y tt iY tt iKKbb NN Y tt iY tt iKKbarbarNN--��Y scatteringY scatteringKKbarbarNN--��Y scatteringY scattering

1428.81428.8--i15.3(MeV)i15.3(MeV)1344.01344.0--i49.0(MeV)i49.0(MeV)
(KN bound state)(KN bound state)

( )( )
((���� resonance)resonance)

( )( )



Strange dibaryon in chiral unitary approachStrange dibaryon in chiral unitary approach
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Formal solution of AGS equationFormal solution of AGS equationqq

AGS EquationAGS Equation

Fredholm kernel

qq

F m

Eigenvalue equation for Fredholm kernelEigenvalue equation for Fredholm kernel

F l l i  f  3F l l i  f  3 b b  li db b  li dFormal solution for 3Formal solution for 3--boby amplitudeboby amplitude

33--body resonance pole at Wbody resonance pole at Wpolepole



Pole approximation of KN amplitudePole approximation of KN amplitudepp ppp p

Pole termPole term Constant termConstant termPole termPole term Constant termConstant term

Model HemingwayModel Hemingway

--BBKNKN (MeV)(MeV)



Effective KEffective KbarbarN potentialN potential Hyodo, Weise PRC77 (08)Hyodo, Weise PRC77 (08)
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NN potential NN potential --> 2> 2--term Yamaguchi typeterm Yamaguchi type

AttractiveAttractive Repulsive coreRepulsive core


